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Foreword

For more than 50 years, the United States used the inventiveness and productivity of its economy to overmaster Soviet advantages in numbers and geography. This “asymmetric” strategy—arguably the most sustained and extensive in history—proved triply successful. It brought superior defense and intelligence capabilities, many of which might remain unchallenged for years to come. It brought economic advancement, as national security research and engineering found commercial and civil applications. And, it brought scientific and technological advancement, demanding and fueling basic and applied research at universities, public corporations, and commercial companies.

These benefits are still eagerly welcomed today, but it is not clear how they might be continued. Over the past 10 years the technical and industrial base serving US defense needs has shrunk and congealed, as changing international and budgetary circumstances have brought different threats, smaller force structures, and much smaller procurement budgets. And, other markets have offered far greater commercial rewards. Accordingly, the US national security community has thus been looking for opportunities to participate more fully in commercial processes, and on occasion to go further, to use public budgets and policies to shape and structure those processes. For example, Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics Jacques Gansler declared to Congress in May 2000 that “it is clearly in the national interest (in the absence of ‘normal’ market forces) for us to create an enabling environment to ensure a competitive, healthy, and technologically advanced defense industrial base.”

The space industrial sector has been of particular concern given its intimate connection with national security operations and plans, its broad importance for science and technology, and its competitive position toward foreign governments and producers. However, the industry has been struggling, and without US government actions it may not have the depth and vitality to provide affordable solutions to future national security requirements.
What type of government action could improve the situation? This is the question addressed in this paper by Dr. Robert Butterworth, a consultant on space policy issues for several years and currently a visiting professor at the Air War College. He notes that the Defense Department has long hoped that its needs for space products and services could be supplied by an industrial base that is sustained by commercial sales. However, according to Dr. Butterworth's analysis, that day has not yet arrived—despite years of targeted purchases, investments, and acquisition reform. The author proposes a more promising approach based on a strategic outlook on research, development, and procurement. While such an approach could prove difficult to sustain, working toward it could reduce the likelihood of more counterproductive policies. In the end, Dr. Butterworth suggests that space programs are likely to achieve innovation and cost control in the future as they did in the past—through active government participation and managed competition.

As with all Maxwell Papers, this study is provided in the spirit of academic freedom, open debate, and serious consideration of the issues. We encourage your responses.

DAVID F. MacGHEE, JR.
Major General, USAF
Commandant, Air War College
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Growing the Space Industrial Base
Policy Pitfalls and Prospects

The Defense Department has long hoped that its needs for space products and services could be supplied by an industrial base that is sustained by commercial sales. That day has not yet arrived, despite years of targeted purchases, investments, and acquisition reform. The beacons of the past decade’s policy—competition and technology investment—cannot bring it to pass. A more promising approach is found in a strategic outlook on research, development, and procurement. Such an approach probably cannot be sustained, but working toward it would reduce the incidence of counterproductive policies. Future programs are likely to achieve innovation and cost control in the same way that past programs did—through active government participation and managed competition.

The Monopsonist’s Lament

A condition of monopsony exists where a single buyer dominates a market. Undersecretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics Jacques Gansler points out that the defense industrial base today is in an “unusual market condition of a monopsony buyer ‘controlling’ a few oligopoly suppliers.”

Gansler is not the only defense leader to have recently expressed monopsony-based concern about the defense-related space industry. It faces three “tough challenges,” according to Gansler: “The demands for higher performance at lower cost; for competition; and for innovation.” The 1990s’ melange of industrial policy, corporate mergers, export controls, and investment opportunities did not seem to be ensuring favorable answers, and the Defense Department’s largest space supplier seemed to be stumbling badly.

For most of the past decade, it has been an unquestioned tenet of national policy that defense budgets should be used to influence industrial developments. The hope, particularly after the Cold War, has been that defense goods and services in general, and space activities in particular, will no longer be entirely separate from the rest of
the economy at large. Defense needs would therefore be underwritten in several ways by commercial operations. Unit prices would be lower, overhead cost allocations would be lower, and modernization could take advantage of market-driven and market-financed innovations. Commercial markets and defense programs would be bound ever more tightly.

There is no doubt that policy can make a big difference: public policy created the space industrial base and strongly influenced its development to date. But, can policy make the difference that is desired? Can it make the industry healthy and gain efficiencies through competition? The answer to the first question is “no,” but the Defense Department can work to rectify policies that stymie commercial development. With regard to competition, the situation is even less clear, because in this sector there has never been much of the kind of competition usually associated with commercial consumer markets. For market and bureaucratic reasons, the future space industrial base is likely to serve national security needs through a form of limited competition that is closely guided by government managers.

**The Industrial Base Is Smaller**

The 1990s brought a long-expected series of mergers and acquisitions in the defense aerospace industry. The end of the Cold War meant that defense budgets were sure to change in composition and priorities and to grow slowly, if at all. Companies reviewed their business plans, examined their expectations about competition, considered the prospects for shifting to commercial markets, and—in many cases—chose to leave the defense business.

General Dynamics (GD) provided one example: Chief Executive Officer (CEO) Bill Anders determined that commercial activities were not an option for his company. “Most commercial production does not require the unique skills of defense production or pay defense wage rates. . . . sword makers are not good at making affordable plowshares.” In his view, “the solution in both the public and private sectors of the defense industrial base is a process I called rationalization. Rationalization means mergers; it means selling
and buying businesses; it means joint ventures; it means shuffling 'nameplates' around; it means new, highly focused defense companies; it means the realignment of public and private sector roles in the production and support of our nation’s weapon systems.\textsuperscript{5} Anders concluded that many defense product lines would never yield returns that were as high as could be attained by selling those lines to other companies. As he sold most of GD’s defense and space operations, its stock soared.

General Electric (GE) followed a different logic but also left the space market. CEO Jack Welch determined that certain defense markets were worthwhile only if the company could be the dominant or nearly dominant provider in them.

A Welch-like strategy led Martin Marietta in the opposite direction: CEO Norm Augustine determined that his company, the sole provider of certain essential rocket and satellite products, could become just what Welch proposed—the dominant provider for the national security space market. Martin Marietta bought the space operations of GE and GD and subsequently merged with Lockheed, another major niche provider. Boeing, previously a limited player in national security space markets, also moved to become a dominant provider, acquiring Rockwell’s space operations, the entire McDonnell Douglas company, and, more recently, the satellite manufacturing business of Hughes.

These deals consolidated the space industry, and for a few years they found support from the Defense Department.\textsuperscript{6} US defense strategy has long depended on scientific and technological dominance, and the health of the industrial base is a time-honored concern of the department. Consolidation promised to reduce excess capacity and so bring lower overhead charges and higher efficiency and productivity. The government might also save in contract management expenses if fewer contracting entities and vehicles allowed administrative processes to be made simpler. In fact, the Defense Department is often seen as having fired the starting gun for the consolidation process. During the spring of 1993, Secretary of Defense Les Aspin and Deputy Secretary William J. Perry convened a dinner meeting with the top executives of major defense companies.
Perry told the group that in terms of the government's plans and programs, the industry was substantially too large and that the government would allow it to shrink (a message that led one participant, Lockheed Martin's Augustine, to refer to this session as the "last supper").

Five years later the pendulum swung back. Consolidation inevitably gave rise to worries about concentration, and by 1998 the Defense Department took action to stop Lockheed Martin from acquiring Northrop Grumman. Lack of competition was cited as a major worry. The department did not want to become captive to a single supplier for major items like defense electronics. Maintaining competition, as the Undersecretary for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics explained recently, "in many programs . . . means carefully considering industrial base concerns as a key ingredient in shaping the acquisition strategies. In others, it means taking an industry-wide look at what current and future modifications, other programs, and research and development (R&D) efforts are available—or potentially created—to maintain a sufficient number of competitive firms in all critical areas."

Competition no doubt brings lower costs and better products in many areas. It has not, however, been characteristic of the space industry serving the national security community, where competition among suppliers has been limited and episodic. Compared with other defense sectors, there were relatively few new procurements in launchers or satellites, and the products were "lumpy," one-of-a-kind goods. Companies thus tended to become niche suppliers. It has been at least 20 years, for example, since operational US launch vehicles competed head-to-head for launch business; instead, each fit a performance niche and became the sole US provider for delivering particular weights to specified orbits. (Recently this situation has been changing in response to growth in the global launch market.)

Security controls imposed further limits. During most of the Cold War, most of the national security space dollars were in the classified budget. For security reasons membership in the classified industrial base was controlled by the government, as were the bidding, teaming, and subcontracting opportunities of particular companies. The
source selection process also limited the scope of competition. Typically, the government required bidders to focus tightly on specific performance issues, having used studies and requirements reviews to determine specifications. Competition on broader issues, such as design approaches or architectures, usually took place between the staffs of the different government programs, rather than their industrial producers.

After contract award there was even less opportunity for competing approaches to design, production, and management. Initial procurement decisions usually created a marriage between the company and the government that lasted for the life of the program. Such marriages actually characterize defense procurement in other major sectors, as well. Gansler noted that “once the award is made to a team, even though two or more major prime contractors are involved, competition has been effectively eliminated,”\textsuperscript{10} resulting in a “dramatic shift . . . in relative bargaining power of industry and government.” He explained:

As long as the program remains competitive, the government, being a monopsony buyer, is in a strong bargaining position and can play the contractors against each other to extract promises of high performance, low cost, and early delivery. But once the winning development contractor is announced, the . . . sole-source supplier is in an increasingly powerful position. As time goes on, the government becomes more and more dependent upon this contractor for a product that is (or is believed to be) badly needed and for which no substitute could be developed in less than seven to ten years. From this point on, the contractor is in a position to go to the government with “explanations” of “government-introduced” problems that are increasing costs, causing delivery delays, and so forth, and to bargain for increased prices.\textsuperscript{11}

Nor was there much opportunity in the classified space world to introduce competition in production. Total lifetime quantities for even longstanding programs might amount to fewer than 20 units (often far fewer). In principle, block changes provided an opportunity to recompete a program and bring in new approaches. In practice, only once in the first 30 years did a competing incumbent fail to win the follow-on contract.

Altogether it might have been expected that the lack of competition would have stifled innovation across the board. Yet the record is quite the opposite. Government and industry teams produced a cornucopia of successful
innovations from concept development through design, manufacture, launch, operations, and management. This record was sustained for over 30 years.

Under some circumstances, competition among suppliers can be beneficial. Indeed, where government involvement is limited to traditional oversight and regulation, competition may be the only hope. As argued in opposition to Alliant TechSystems’s planned acquisition of Olin, cost controls and auditing rights are a poor substitute. In general, they “cannot deliver the important non-price benefits of maintaining competition.”\textsuperscript{12} Considerations of innovative design and technological advancement are important at design and development stages, and “in the absence of competition, it is difficult, if not impossible, to estimate what type of advancements a competitive marketplace would have produced.”\textsuperscript{13}

Under other circumstances, competition seems to be neither sufficient (because there are many ways to compete) nor necessary for meeting the government’s cost and performance criteria. The record of innovation and performance suggests that, for the space industry, an engaged and informed government—a “realignment of public and private sector roles”—is the key to success. Competition itself has little to do with the economic incentives that oppose innovation in the defense business.\textsuperscript{14} As Gansler noted, the difficulty arises from the relative inelasticity of demand in defense work, which means that innovations by and large cannot stimulate new demand, because the amount of products to be procured “is a function of the force structure, not of cost or performance. Thus, technological advances that originate in the civilian sector are likely to be immediately applied in that sector, with very little thought given by the firm to military application. Only much later is it likely that a defense-oriented firm might pick up the idea and perhaps begin to apply it.”\textsuperscript{15}

**An Enclave Economy**

Along with the innovation and cost control that were presumed to flow from competition, the Department of Defense (DOD) wanted an industrial base with the capacity to meet national security needs. It would be particularly helpful
if commercial operations could in effect underwrite national security acquisitions. A robust commercial market could be expected to bring the defense programs better technologies at lower prices—the benefits presumed to flow from competition among suppliers and from demand much broader than government orders. Research and development done for commercial advantage would be available for defense customers as well, and products and services would reflect price competition in open markets, which over the long run, for defense as for other customers, would reflect lower marginal costs.

The commercial space market has not yet displayed such vitality on the schedule and with the breadth to help defense acquisitions very much. Commercial demand can change more quickly than government programs, and so forecasts of the commercial market—and thus of industrial base capacity—are themselves more volatile. During 1997–1999, for example, it had been widely asserted that demand for launchers would exceed supply over the next 10 years. By the end of 1999, projections were more pessimistic as observers were again reminded that commercial space operations are almost entirely a derivative of telecommunications markets.16

A second profitable activity could help insulate the space market from developments in telecommunications. To date there has been none, but with Space Imaging, Inc. now in operations there is at long last a market test of the commercial prospects for high-resolution imagery from satellites. Even if demand proves strong, however, it is not expected to support more than a couple of providers.

Could defense policies and budgets foster a bigger commercial industry? No one doubts that DOD's influence on the space industry is basic and pervasive, and it has long been hoped that it could trigger commercial developments that would grow and become self-sustaining. Under an ideal scenario, a happy symbiosis might start with a defense contract to a small company to conduct research and development. If the results are successful, DOD might then buy the first production units, which would allow the company to improve manufacturing technology and reduce costs of production. The resulting lower unit costs might allow the product to attract more users, effectively expanding its
market and bringing in ideas about new applications and after-market or downstream goods and services. Demand might continue to rise as users become more familiar with the technology and it finds widening applications in DOD and commercial markets. The resulting increase in production could further reduce unit costs, creating a virtuous circle of wider applications, increased demand, reduced production costs, and further market growth. Entry into international markets could soon follow, with foreign companies finding themselves chronically behind the pioneer’s pace of enhancement and innovation.17

Defense production has rarely matched this picture. Technology is advanced, but commercial applications, when they occur, are usually developed by other companies that are not primarily in the defense business.18 In fact, DOD’s patronage, while helping to accelerate technology development, has often channeled companies away from commercial activity. A very different economy then results. In place of a virtuous circle of increased production, lower costs, wider applications, and increased demand, there develops a vicious cycle of low production and low demand. Without the scale and diversity of applications offered by commercial markets, advances come much slower, if at all, in production technology, new revenue, and learning; decisions about alternative approaches are foreclosed earlier; and specification and documentation come to replace market testing. In this situation, learning is impeded and costs of production increase, bringing reduced demand and hence further decreases in production. Each unit that is produced thus becomes relatively more valuable, and so development comes to feature “heroic testing” and ever more extensive documentation and specification. These factors, in turn, further increase unit costs.

The usual result is a narrow and dependent industrial base. Note that the deficiency here is not just economic. A vicious cycle causes DOD to pay more for less, but such fiscal inefficiencies could, in principle, be remedied by money alone. The greater handicap is the loss of industrial development—the means that produces better technology for the government and more wealth for the nation.
How can the vicious cycle be overcome and the virtuous circle be inspired to multiply? Policy researchers have wrestled for decades with these issues. Innovation has been of particular concern, because of the strategic importance of superior science and technology. Research and development programs were funded on a nearly crash basis after Sputnik, and over the next decade or so the federal government, especially the Defense Department, became the dominant source of funding. Toward the end of the 1960s, a number of studies tried to determine which management approaches were more productive.19

Later, during the mid-1980s, attention turned to the links between defense programs and commercial activities. At the time, many observers believed that US high-technology industries were being eclipsed by Japan and Germany. Ways in which DOD’s policies and budgets might enhance the defense industry’s commercial competitiveness were studied extensively, and much of this work seemed immediately applicable a few years later when the end of the Cold War portended a major consolidation of the industrial base. The salient reports featured lists of technologies, or technology areas, in which further investment would apparently strengthen the economy and the defense industrial base.20

These studies produced recommendations about research and development, but such programs themselves do not strengthen the economy or enhance competitiveness unless the vicious cycle is broken and the new technologies gain commercial life. Hence, the keys to quality industrial development—innovation and efficiency—were to be found, many argued, in permitting (or creating) commonality between the defense economy and broader commercial markets. “While the industrial base specializing in defense production will contract, DOD must ensure that it can draw on the capabilities of a diverse industrial base that maintains technological leadership and remains efficient and productive. Increased industrial base planning and more flexible production capabilities will be required.”21

During the 1990s, DOD aggressively set out to attack the barriers that separated its industrial base from the nation’s broader commercial economy. As Deputy Secretary John Deutch argued, “First, we can no longer afford the
extra cost of maintaining a defense-unique technology and industrial base. Second, we find in many fields vital to defense that commercial demand—not defense demand—is driving technological innovation. Indeed, integrating defense acquisition with the economy at large was adopted as "the foundation for a 21st-century defense technology strategy." This foundation was to be constructed using two major approaches. One was to reform the defense acquisition process, which was biased against the use of commercial processes and products within defense systems. The second was to focus more defense R&D on dual-use products and processes, emphasizing the need to achieve advances in high-tech defense systems that are affordable.

The second approach was something new. Programs to reform DOD’s acquisition process had proceeded fitfully for nearly half a century, but the notion of commonality between the defense and broader commercial sectors had never been given such emphasis. The Clinton administration directed that some of DOD’s budget for science and technology be used “to stimulate the transition to a growing, integrated, national industrial capability which provides the most advanced, affordable, military systems and the most competitive commercial products.”

This policy was undertaken in the context of a larger “national strategy for commercial technological advancement as part of a defined national economy policy. To accomplish this, there has been increased direct federal funding for ‘industry led’ technology programs (with matching private sector commitments); augmented cooperation between all levels of government, industry, and academia; a move from defense R&D funding toward civilian R&D support; and a shift of emphasis from basic research toward development of commercial products and processes.” This effort, the Technology Reinvestment Program, was every inch an industrial policy—its goal was not to develop technology but to “stimulate integration of the defense and commercial industrial bases.”

As it turned out, this goal was more technically challenging and less politically accepted than had been expected; the program went nowhere and was effectively gutted in 1994. The rhetoric returned, however, notably in then-Deputy Secretary John J. Hamre’s agonizing over the
health of the space industrial base. “A ‘hothouse’ industry will fail,” he warned. “America’s defense companies [must] focus on becoming competitors on the world stage. The Defense Department is therefore . . . working to remove the rules, regulations, and accounting restrictions that inhibit innovation, efficiency, and competition . . . increasingly turning to off-the-shelf technologies and a commercial-like acquisition approach.”

No program has yet been announced to address Hamre’s concerns. The remedy will require something different from the earlier industrial policies, and it will have to go well beyond acquisition reform. Hamre’s illustrations notwithstanding, it is clear that defense industries are separated from their commercial cousins by more than “rules, regulations, and counting restrictions.” The defense industrial base effectively consists of an oligopoly serving a monopsonistic purchaser, selling products that have not previously been designed and/or for which there is no production experience, at prices for which there is little precedent. Typically the sellers must meet an intense initial demand, following which the market virtually disappears. They are funded by programs that change unpredictably and can be canceled suddenly. Their ultimate profitability might not be known for a decade. They grow apart from commercial companies in dozens of ways, resulting from several influences:

- acquisition laws, regulations, and culture;
- the culture of public sector acquisition organizations;
- the ways in which standards and specifications are developed and maintained;
- the aspects of military technologies, products, and services for which there is no commercial counterpart;
- the need to produce orders in commercially uneconomical quantities;
- the emphasis on performance and quality over cost;
- the need to protect classified information;
• the requirement to implement a variety of public policies (buy American, equal employment, depressed area assistance, prevailing wage, environmental, etc.); and
• the lack of market-derived information for decisions about design, cost, and performance.

Salient differences between defense- and commercial-oriented companies can be summarized as shown in Table 1.\textsuperscript{30} These summary descriptions are meant to characterize broad differences in circumstance and orientation; particular situations may differ. For example, commercial space products are high technology, in the main; and certainly there are commercial markets in which competition is limited or effectively absent.

**Table 1**

**Comparing Commercial with Defense Orientations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Aspect</th>
<th>Commercial-Oriented</th>
<th>Defense-Oriented</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Products</td>
<td>Low technology</td>
<td>High technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market structure</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Demand</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Monopsonistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Supply</td>
<td>Competitive</td>
<td>Oligopolistic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prices</td>
<td>Constrained by market competition</td>
<td>Determined or influenced by government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outputs</td>
<td>Constrained by market competition</td>
<td>Determined by government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financing</td>
<td>Security markets</td>
<td>Federal government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burden of risk</td>
<td>Borne by the firm</td>
<td>Divided between government and the firm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial discretion</td>
<td>Relatively wide</td>
<td>Severely constrained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profits</td>
<td>Constrained by market competition</td>
<td>Regulated via contract</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An Industry-Strategic Approach Could Help

What is needed is a way to sculpt the capstone of Anders’ prognosis: “the realignment of public and private sector roles in the production and support of our nation’s weapon systems.” Martin Libicki argued for doing so by developing an industrial strategy that went beyond industrial policy to ask how defense R&D could “be used to foster not only technology but also the industry that could sustain the technology. The two are not the same; the latter question must entail market structures and inclinations.”31 This approach would have defense programs supporting industrial development, beginning with R&D and extending through establishment of products and services in domestic and international markets.

The strategic approach might proceed in the way sketched in Figure 1. The process might begin with DOD funding innovative R&D activities in ways that encourage broad participation. It might, for example, seek out non-traditional defense suppliers, particularly those that seem eager and well suited to conduct commercial operations, and also change bidding procedures to be less restrictive
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Figure 1. Illustrative Industry-Strategic Approach
and burdensome. It might also sequence its requirements so work could proceed first on elements that promise higher commercial potential, and specifically, military aspects could be developed later.

Sequencing would also be important during the next phase, when the innovation has been developed into a product. The outlook, again, is not just acquisition but acquisition in a way that fosters commercial success. The strategic aim at this stage is to allow learning-curve economies to develop, to preempt the low quantity/high cost vicious cycle. DOD would thus try to structure a procurement approach that allows the company to build scale in production. Options might include production of spare parts, upgrades, small initial systems, or components and subassemblies for backfitting into fielded systems. It might also be helpful to fund research and development on production technologies, and to allow some flexibility for tradeoffs in meeting design specifications.

Finally, as the company found success in the domestic commercial market as well as in supplying DOD, it might start selling abroad. At this stage defense can help by ensuring that its interests are considered in policy concerning international trade, standards, technology transfer, and foreign investment.

In effect this approach would foster commonality between defense and commercial industrial bases where it is possible and sensible to do so. The defense sequence still begins with requirements that call for high risk (and high gains) development and ends with the deployment of a system. The commercial sequence still begins with market-based, short-term requirements and ends with market share. In between there can be opportunities for common R&D, for learning-curve production, and for refining designs and operational concepts. This strategy will not work across-the-board, of course; some developments, like satellite-based telecommunications services, are easier to integrate than others, as shown in Figure 2.

**But Execution Is Too Hard**

As a practical matter, it is not reasonable to expect DOD to execute a full-blown industrial strategy. To do so the
government would need to make accurate predictions about developments that might result from state-of-the-art technology and volatile capital venture markets, all with no particular methodology or insight. Even organizations that specialize in doing so find that failure is common; Japan’s Ministry of International Trade and Industry and Wall Street’s venture capitalists have been successful less than half the time. But those groups are in the “winner picking” business for a living—they are endorsed by their backers and directors; their efforts can be sustained for the unpredictably long time that might be required; and success can be measured by the present value of fungible dollars.

The difficulty, in fact, runs even deeper, and flows from the character of DOD as industry’s customer. DOD’s demand for industrial output is defined by a requirements process that addresses military needs, not economic development, and it has no systematic way to examine trade-offs and establish priorities for industrial base investment. Moreover, because the Defense Department is a monop-
sonist, its preferences are not strongly disciplined by market information about supply, alternatives, or cost. In the case of flat panel displays (FPD), for example, the Defense Department set out to build a market of “responsive suppliers who will customize commercially derived technology to produce displays that [meet military operational needs].” Deputy Secretary Deutch explained that the department “should look to a healthy domestic commercial sector for the capabilities to meet its critical requirements rather than utilizing the traditional defense model of financing both technology and production using a dedicated supplier base.” Yet at the same time, outside analysts concluded that it was still unclear whether “military and commercial FPD products share enough of a common technology and manufacturing base that the FPD Initiative will provide benefits to both sectors.”

Still, there remains a strong attraction to the possibility of building an industry by priming the pump with selected investments in technology development; indeed, Administrator Dan Goldin has made doing so a primary mission for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Facing stingy budgets and mounting requirements, government programs understandably hope that commercial space markets will help them do more with less. A rationalization of the division of labor between public and commercial programs holds out the promise of making government budgets more efficient. In pursuit of this goal, technology development managers in NASA and DOD have been urged to shift resources out of programs where there is considerable commercial research under way (such as software for software development) and apply them to others where the need is more particularly governmental (such as radiation hardening). Rationalization of this type can yield benefits for public programs and private companies alike.

Pursuing these benefits when commercial activity is less mature, in a kind of anticipatory rationalization, is a speculative activity that seems sure to distort investment patterns in both the public and private sectors. The possibility is very seductive: Certain program goals that are too ambitious for today’s budgets might be affordable tomorrow if commercial markets were to develop in certain ways.
Hence the temptation is to use current program funds as investments that might enable commercial activity that might in turn create the conditions for rationalizing public and private budgets and programs in the future.

While often represented simply as technology development or industrial partnering, efforts along these lines amount to a pure exercise of industrial policy, an effort to use public funds to direct and shape commercial markets that are undeveloped or even speculative. This is not necessarily a mistake in principle: there are inefficiencies in both markets and governments. With regard to space technologies, however, the government is trying to do things in a way that is particularly difficult for it.

One problem is that the government has difficulty in knowing what it wants, because “it” is often a congeries of competing organizations with incommensurate goals. The national security accounts, for example, are wrestling with the price of autarky. The demand for the services of the Cold War inventory has declined in the face of reduced military competition, improved nonspace opportunities for collecting information, and the inability of space systems to meet new collection challenges. At the same time, critical military activities increasingly depend on space systems for several functions, including command, control, communications, navigation, weather, strategic and tactical intelligence, and search and rescue. Most of these functions can be provided to some extent by commercial systems as well, and the government can reasonably expect to buy more capability with fewer dollars if it can piggyback on commercial operations.

Commercial operations, however, raise worries about performance and security—the inability of market-oriented systems to meet the full range of military requirements, and the difficulty of controlling access to services and products in the stream of commerce. Where does “real” security lie? How much regulation of what sort can commercial planning accommodate? How meaningful is the possibility of foreign competition? Questions like these can trigger difficult and extended policy debates, as seen for example in the extended wrangling over selective availability for the Global Positioning System, commercial remote sensing, and space launch partnerships involving foreign
entities. So long as different offices and agencies try to enforce different positions, commercial development is stymied. A viable business plan requires a more coherent and stable policy environment.

The government’s current organization, moreover, makes it more difficult to resolve such problems. The Clinton administration abolished the Space Council and relegated the subject to a jobs portfolio within the Office of Science and Technology Policy’s gosplan-like effort to plan and manage all research and development programs across the government. But market developments outstripped this approach: space is no longer exclusively an issue of science and technology. An office focused on those subjects would not today be the natural venue for resolving questions about markets and security and investments and operations. Rationalizing government with commercial activities, in other words, is more than a process of acquisition reform. It requires strategic direction, the realignment of goals and resources—serious organizational change.

The second problem is that the government can virtually never know how to invest in order to reach the desired market outcomes. The Defense Department has a good record of developing basic research and technology programs. But to enable future markets, how much should be spent on what? This problem confronts commercial entities as well, but their close planning horizon and defined market objectives make it much more tractable in that venue. Commercial incentives lead companies in the market sector to pay for research that can affect products in the market in the very near term (36 months in many cases). Moreover, the commercial efforts start with market assessments and a business plan, while the government side typically starts with a desired product and a technology roadmap.

The government’s problem actually runs even deeper, because the links between today’s basic research and technology development and tomorrow’s products and services are generally unexpected, indirect, and visible only in hindsight. Hence lists of “key” technologies or desired battlefield capabilities are of limited usefulness for planning research and technology programs. These lists are fundamentally opinion polls, registering predictions.
about developments that might result from additional funding for state-of-the-art technology. Reflecting little investigation or analysis of the research and development process itself, such predictions can only be hit-or-miss, no matter how expert and widely shared. Between the systems of the future and the research of today lie years of uncertainty and change in commercial markets, domestic politics, international affairs, and science and technology. When will new materials and processes be discovered, and when will they be mature enough for applied technology? Will there be the need, resources, and organizational support for initiating an acquisition that will employ the technology?

In some recent cases the government’s course has been even more chancy, because it has linked programs with a commercial partner. The approach in general has been to provide government funding for nonrecurring costs in the hope that the development program would prove successful and the industrial partner would then commercialize the product. NASA has taken this approach with its X-33 and X-34 reusable launch vehicle programs, and in the past few years has embraced it as a principal means of developing advanced technology.40

The difficulty for the government program is that industrial contributions will depend on markets and income statements, and commercialization is a business decision. The fiduciary responsibility of the corporate partner will compel timely reviews of the business plan as work progresses and markets change and other opportunities develop. If the company opts to forego commercialization, the government’s investment may be lost (unless some nonproprietary technology of general applicability has been developed). If commercialization is successfully pursued, the government will find out whether it can capture the benefits it anticipated from enabling the market. Even then, the public investment might turn out to have been superfluous. The goals of the Defense Department’s Evolved Expendable Launch Vehicle (EELV) program, for example, might have been realized in response to opportunities in the telecommunications market, quite independent of government funding.41

Hence this “shared venture” approach imposes market risks on top of the technical, budget, and schedule risks of
conventional development approaches. How is government to assess and manage those? And if more than one company bids to be the “venture partner,” the government must choose among competing market assessments. How is it credibly to do that, to make the very type of choice for which the commercial markets seem particularly efficient? Other efficiencies are also lost if government participation serves to blunt competitive incentives.

This type of industrial policy can seem to offer a means of stretching budgets, but it really amounts to a ticket in a lottery of which the size, risks, and payoffs are unknown. Moreover, the ticket’s price will probably increase over time as normal bureaucratic incentives come into play. Among other problems, there is simply the matter of market maturity. Empirical information about commercial returns becomes available only through market activity, and the government must act without such information if it invests before the market is tested. Without this information it is not possible to determine which mix of government and commercial activities would be efficient. This limitation applies even where technology development is left entirely in private hands. The Iridium gateway purchased by the Defense Information Systems Agency, for example, might have turned out to yield several benefits, although in fact it proved to be a costly loss. The point is that there was no way for the Defense Department to evaluate the benefits, costs, and risks at the time that it made the decision to invest.

When the government adopts the role of piece-part technology developer, it effectively vacates its responsibility for meeting future requirements. There is no argument that the government should not compete with commercial providers, as NASA did in launch activities during the early days of the space shuttle program. But there also has been no argument, somehow, about allowing the prospects for future national capabilities to ride on the income statements of a commercial enterprise.

The technology piece-part tactics, moreover, have been implemented in ways that make the vicissitudes of commercial markets even more important. The use of cooperative agreements for “industry-led” development programs can help to ensure that the government invests in work that companies think will have relevance to commercial as
well as government requirements. But they do not ensure that the work stays particularly relevant to government requirements. Having installed industry in the driver’s seat of these programs, it has been difficult for NASA and the Defense Department to institutionalize them, and the programs typically display episodic shifts in emphasis and frequent revisions and restarts. In addition, their program funds are easily diverted for the needs of programs more organically rooted in the government agencies.

Furthermore, this approach keeps the commercial partner from focusing exclusively on solving the technology puzzles. Instead, it must also ensure that its research proves right the first time, or nearly so, and that nothing happens during test and development that could engender liability issues. These difficulties arise because the government typically participates in these cooperative agreements only to some preset amount, which effectively converts the industry’s effort into a firm-fixed-price development contract—the same mechanism that so weakened the defense contractor base during the 1980s. For this kind of contracting approach to make sense, the degree of difficulty in the program must be quite limited; solving unknowns cannot be accurately priced unless the character of the unknowns is fairly well known. Or, to make the point more broadly, if the path to the innovation and its market importance are understood well enough, its development will likely be underwritten by private capital. If government funding is needed, the path and the market (or both) are likely to be less clear, and a fixed-price development contract would be inappropriate.

This approach further reduces the government’s influence over time because government agencies will find it more difficult to recruit talent and build experience. Under the “industry-led” development programs, the government’s personnel have a role that is quite limited and more advisory than directive: the commercial partner makes decisions about program pace and risk. Over time the government will then have fewer and fewer people with direct experience in systems development, and the appeal of government work in this sector will diminish.

In summary, the government might do well in seeking to rationalize its current research and technology programs
in light of ongoing activities in the industrial base. There is no analytic basis for going further, however, in an attempt to help rationalize future programs; doing so simply outstrips the government’s capabilities. Essentially it requires the government to do a market’s job before the market exists. Under such conditions, the goal of future efficiency cannot be efficiently achieved. The issue here is not simply the volatility of commercial development efforts, where stock prices can drop 25 percent in one day on the news of hardware failures. It is rather that government programs aim at developing capabilities in response to defined requirements, while commercial programs aim at developing profitable business lines in response to perceived market opportunities. Commercial companies can do an excellent job of technology development, but they can act only in response to market circumstances or on contract to the government. If the country really needs an operational system, the government will have to pay for it.

Prospects

Defense money and policies can help industrial development proceed along the path from innovation through learning curve production to domestic and international market success, but the government’s contributions cannot be systematic. The practical consequence, as Libicki noted, is that “in America, industrial strategy creates perspectives, not plans, because its economy is not very well organized (nor should it be) for top-down control. We lack the Soviet command structure, the Japanese consensus process, or the German cartel arrangements. We have, instead, the world’s best-distributed information-processing network, and we should use it as such.”

Present circumstances seem ripe for the growth of industry-strategic perspectives. There is agreement between companies and the government that the industrial base needs help and that planned procurement budgets will not improve the situation. There is an experience base of several years during which different approaches to industrial policy have been tried. There is no compelling external threat that would preempt efforts to change proven procurement practices. And the current undersecretary for
acquisition, technology, and logistics has made industrial base issues his life-long study, which may make it easier to sustain the attention needed to develop and implement new policies.

These elements make possible a number of improvements. The industry-strategic orientation recommends that the government pursue the Internet model, rather than centralized direction, as much as possible, forging research and development strategies that encourage decentralization, openness, and participation. The goal is to increase the opportunities available for innovation in products, processes, applications, and organization. For example, the Defense Department might try to:

- **Expand the solution set**, by posing research and development problems of strategic significance but fractionating them into smaller work packages, delaying as much as possible the time of major contract award. Doing so can encourage more, and more diverse, companies to participate, thereby broadening the innovation base, increasing the information flow to the government, and stimulating competition in concepts and technologies. Consistent with security procedures, this process should be global in reach. The policy of consolidating support contracts should be reexamined in this light as well.

- **Promote learning-curve production**, by encouraging early and partial applications of innovations. Early production might also be increased by funding requirements for backfitting and spares. Doing so can reduce costs, increase the range of applicability for the innovation, and develop information for refining design and operational concepts.

- **Facilitate market growth**, domestic and foreign. Particularly with space systems the intrinsically dual-use nature of the product calls for careful security review, but the industry is also easily damaged by inconstant and unpredictable government policies. Predictable, timely, dependable government policies could help the industry grow, maintain its position in international markets, and provide a richer base for
meeting future national security requirements. With regard to launch, the Defense Department could revise space launch and range structures and processes to better address commercial needs.

- **Fund defense needs** through the defense budget, rather than seeking “partnering” arrangements with industry. The temptation in recent years has been to create a relationship in which the government pays for nonrecurring developmental costs in the expectation that the company will then pay for the tooling and production to sell the innovation commercially. In practice such arrangements distort incentives and planning factors for both government and industry, while the partnership is virtually doomed by the incommensurate decision contexts of the two sides (requirements and public budgets vs. business plans and markets). NASA’s funding of the X-33 is a recent case in point, as is the Defense Department’s flat panel display initiative and its rocket-development subsidy to encourage Boeing and Lockheed to build an EELV.

Recent defense policy is in many respects consistent with these directions. Searching broadly for information and advice about policies and structures can help counterbalance the inherent centralizing, directive impulses of the government’s bureaucracy. New acquisition tactics, like those in the “DD21” program reform initiatives, can effectively fractionate procurements and encourage wider participation in developing options for design, production, and management. Efforts to competitively source all non-inherently governmental work and to attract small, high-technology, innovative companies might effectively expand the domain from which defense planners could draw research and development options. Efforts to reduce costs by using flexible contracting mechanisms and simplified requirements might do the same, as could the interests in building allied interoperability through shared industrial structures.

These measures could help improve considerably the health of the space industry and the prospects for innovation. But there is not very much that defense policy alone
can do to develop a strong commercial base for its needs, and only small changes can be expected from efforts to blend the military and commercial economies. Integration is most likely to continue as before, where it makes sense—at the component or subsystem level, and where production technology is sufficiently flexible to adjust specifications on the same manufacturing line. The industry will benefit defense programs in the future as it always has—with the government providing resources and direction for meeting government needs.
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